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Supplement 1 
 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS 
 

We use state-dependent dynamic programming to model vertical migration behaviour of 
mesopelagic fish in a 1-D water column environment from the surface to 1000 m depth. We 
consider a full year divided into hourly increments such that time ! is easily calculated from 
the !"# of the year and the ℎ!"# of the day: 
 ! = !"# − 1 · 24+ ℎ!"# (1)	  

It follows that t  = 1 is 1:00 a.m. on the first day of the year and that the time horizon 
! = 8760 is midnight on day 365.  
 
State dynamics and survival 
 
Mesopelagic fish are in our model characterised by two dynamic state variables describing the 
physiological state of the organism: energy reserves and gut fullness. We run the model for a 
fish of adult body size, so there is no growth. We focus on how individuals with different 
states face different needs and will therefore make different behavioural decisions in order to 
maximise fitness.  

The state variables are: 
(i) Energy stores or reserves R [Joules, J] at time  !, which are a metabolically active long-term 
storage of energy acting as a buffer that can be used to overcome periods of starvation. 
Absolute reserve size !!"# is a fixed proportion of the energy content of the organism, such 
that the size of the energy stores is constraint to the range 0 ≤ !! ≤ !!"#  for all !. The state 
value of ! at ! + 1 depends on the net energy balance ∆! [J] at time  !: 

 !!!! = min 0,min !! + ∆!! ,!!"#  (2)	  

Accordingly, reserves are depleted when the net energy balance   ∆!!  is negative, and 
then  !!!! < !!. If, however, ∆!! is positive, meaning more food is assimilated than required 
to fuel routine behaviour and basal metabolism, then reserves are replenished  !!!! > !! . 
Once the reserves are filled (!! =   !!"#) the remainder is !"#$%"!!  [J] energy:   
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 !"#$%"!! = max 0,∆!! − !!"# − !!  (3)	  

We keep track of surplus energy because this energy can be used for growth or reproduction 
and thus contributes to fitness if the individual is alive. 

(ii) Gut or stomach fullness ! [J] at time  !. The absolute gut capacity is proportional to body 
weight such that the size of the gut is constraint to the range 0 ≤ !! ≤ !!"#  for all  !. The gut 
dynamics from one time step to the next are governed by consumption !! and digestion  !!: 

 !!!! = max 0,min !! + !! − !!  (4)	  

In every time step we check whether reserves are depleted such that !! = 0, if so the fish 
dies. However, also fish with !! > 0 may die, if they encounter a predator. We calculate this 
as a risk of dying following from exposure to predators: 
 !"#$%$&'!!! =

0
!!!!,!

, for  !! = 0
, for  !! > 0 

(5)	  

where !!!!,! is the survival probability to the next time step for a given depth !, and !!,! is 
the instantaneous predation rate from visual predators and therefore depends on the ambient 
light level which varies with depth and time (see below). 

Strategy  
 
The objective of mesopelagic fish in the model is to choose a vertical migration strategy that 
maximises their fitness for the period between ! = 1 and  !. At every time step  ! + 1 < !, 
mesopelagic fish choose a new depth  !′, which is constrained by a maximum vertical 
migration distance !∆!"#  [m] for every time interval, such that    ! − !∆!"# ≤ !! ≤
! + !∆!"# . 

The model environment is vertically structured, with light and temperature decreasing with 
depth. Fish at different depths will consequently face different fitness trade-offs, e.g. foraging 
gains vs. predation risk. Hence, any chosen depth ! will affect both, its current !"#$%$&'!,! 
and its state variables in the next time step !!!! and  !!!!.  

We define the fitness function !!,!,!,! as the expected surplus from the current time ! until  ! 
for any mesopelagic fish at depth  !, with reserves !! and gut fullness  !!, given that the fish 
behaves optimally from timestep !  +   1 onward. Expected surplus is the current surplus and 
the sum of future surplus, discounted by the chance of mortality. 

Optimization and population simulation  

The optimal state- and time-dependent depth position ! is that which maximizes the state-
related fitness !!,!,!,! at time  !: 
 !!,!,!,! =   max! !"#$%$&'!,! · (!"#$%"!!,! +   !!!,!!,!!,!!!)  (6)	  

where !′,!′, !′ are the new state and depth values at the end of time step ! and thus the values 
at the start of timestep ! + 1.  
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The stochastic dynamic programming equation (6) is solved by iterating backwards through 
time from ! to ! = 1 and solving for the suite of depth values to find the strategy (choice of 
depth) that maximizes fitness, and this is repeated for each of the different state combinations 
of the mesopelagic fish. We assume that the terminal fitness for all states of !! and !!, at any 
depth ! at the time horizon ! is 
 !!,!,!,! = 0 (7)	  

because no future surplus can be expected after the season has ended. Since !!,!,!,! depends 
on !!!,!!,!!,!!! and the terminal fitness at time ! is known we can calculate the fitness at 
time  ! − 1.  

By replacing the terminal fitness function !!,!,!,!    with the fitness function for 
! − 1,  !!,!,!,!!! we can then also calculate the fitness at  ! − 2. Repeating this process to the 
beginning of the season at time  !   = 1 results in a complete set of optimal depth choices for 
all state and time combinations. The backwards iteration procedure is then repeated for a 
second season, ! = 8760 to ! = 1, using the fitness function at ! = 1  from the previous year 
as terminal fitness function to start with. Repeating the backwards procedure for many years 
allows behavioural strategies to converge and become independent of the initial terminal 
reward function and the effects of the time horizon (see Houston and McNamara, 1999).   
Finally, state-dependent optimal depth choices derived in the backwards iteration are 
simulated forwards in time for single individuals, starting at time ! = 1 until  !. 
 
Visual encounter rates and associated trade-offs  
 
In our model, encounters with both prey and predators are dependent on vision, and therefore 
the ambient light conditions. Foraging where or when there is more light to maximize food 
intake will, inherently, also increase the sighting distance of predators resulting in increased 
predation mortality.  

We model visual encounter rates !!,! as a Holling type II functional response:  

 !!,! =
!!,! · !!"#$,!,!

1+ ℎ · !!,! · !!"#$,!,!
 (8)	  

where the encounter rates depend on clearance rate !!,! [m3 s−1 predator−1], handling time ℎ [s 
prey item−1] of the predator and the local prey density !!"#$,!,! [ind. m−3]. Knowing the 
weight !!"#$  [g] and energy content !!"#$  [J g wet weight−1] of the prey organism, 
consumption ! [J] then follows given that a fixed prey capture success !! (proportion) is 
assumed:  
 ! =     !! · !!,! ·!!"#$ · !!"#$ (9)	  

The clearance rate or search rate !!,!  [m3 s−1 predator−1] depends on the visual range !!,!  [m] 
and the swimming speed ! [m s−1] of the predator, here assuming that only half of the visual 
area is effectively scanned (Varpe and Fiksen 2010): 
 !!,!   =

!
!
· π · !!,!! · ! (10)	  
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We apply a mechanistic model as described by Aksnes and Giske (1993) and Aksnes and 
Utne (1997) to model visual prey detection range  !!,!  [m], the distance at which a predator 
spots it prey, given by the non-linear equation: 
 !!,!! · ! !·!!,! = !!"#$ · !!"#$ · !′

!!,!
!! + !!,!

 (11)	  

which can be solved by means of Newton Raphson iteration and derivation, or approximated 
if !!,! ≤ 0.05 m using: 
 

!!,! ≈    !!"#$ · !!"#$ · !′
!!,!

!! + !!,!
 (12)	  

where ! is the beam attenuation coefficient [m−1], and the optical properties of the prey 
organism are: prey contrast !!"#$   [dimensionless] and the image area !!"#$  [m2]. !’ 
characterizes the visual capacity [dimensionless], which together with the composite 
saturation parameter  !!  [mW m−2 nm−1 at 486nm] scales the visual range of the predator, and 
!!,!,! is the ambient light for a given latitude !, depth  !, and time  !. 

The eye sensitivity parameter !!   determines the threshold light intensities for efficient 
search, both in mesopelagic fish as well as in their predators, and therefore is instrumental in 
calibrating the model predictions to observations as it controls the upper and lower values of 
the antipredation window. However,  !! is unknown and therefore we here used a value of 
10−8  for mesopelagic fish and 4·10−4 for piscivores that correspond to the upper and lower 
ambient light observed for the scattering layer in Norheim et al. 2016 (see Fig. 4B therein). 

We introduced a threshold for non-visual detection to ensure that the prey cannot escape 
predation completely. Any prey organism closer than the threshold !!"#  will be detected 
irrespective of ambient light, assuming non-visual prey sensing: 
 !!,! =   max !!"#,!!,!      (13)	  

The coefficient !’  [dimensionless] was calculated such that the visual range !!,! for a given 
prey organism reaches !!"# under optimal light conditions: 
 !! =    !!"#

!

!!"#$·!!"#$
 (14)	  

The image area of the prey organism   !!"#$ [m−2] is given by: 
 !!"#$ =    (!!"#$ · !!"#$) · !!"#$ · 0.75 (15)	  

assuming an elongated body shape, calculated from the length-to-width ratio !!"#$ 
[dimensionless] and the length !!"#$  [m] of the prey organism, where the factor 0.75 is 
approximated from images and accounts for the not fully squared body shape. 

Given that the prey capture success  !!, the clearance rate !!,! and density of piscivorous 
predators !!"#$ [ind. m−3] are known, the instantaneous predation mortality of myctophids 
!!,! [ind. timestep−1] can then be calculated as: 
 !!,! = !! · !!,! · !!"#$ (16)	  
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Surface light, light transmission and ambient light 
 
Surface light 
The light reaching Earth’s surface varies with latitude, time of day, and season. Various 
degrees of overcast may further modify the incoming light.  

We calculate irradiance ! [W m−2], the solar energy radiation reaching the earth surface, in 
dependence of the incident or solar elevation angle !!  [degrees], latitude !, and time  !. 
Remember that time !  is defined as a continuous measure of time from ! = 1 to  ! = 8760, 
covering a full year in hourly time increments.   

At low elevation angles !, e.g. at higher latitudes or during dusk and dawn, more light is 
reflected back to the atmosphere and when the sun sinks below the horizon twilight gradually 
fades into starlight: 
 !!,!

=   
!! + !! · 1.−0.62 · !!"#$%& + 0.0019 · !!""! + !!!!

10
!

! !!"·!!.!"

!!

, for  !! > 0
, for− 18 ≤ !! ≤ 0
, for  !! < −18

 

(17)	  

For !! > 0 when the sun is above the horizon, we adopt formulations of the air-sea fluxes 
from the ESOP2 version of the Miami Isopycnic Coordinate Ocean Model as described in 
Drange and Simonsen (1996).. Here, !! and !! denote the beam and diffuse component of the 
irradiance, respectively, and !!"#$%& is the fraction of the sky covered by clouds. Once the sun 
sets, we interpolate twilight values for −18 ≤ ! ≤ 0  using an exponential decay function, 
scaled between surface light !!!! and starlight  !!. If the sun sinks lower than 18° below the 
horizon twilight fades into night and we assume starlight to be the only constant source of 
background light. We do not account for lunar light. Here, we choose nocturnal illumination 
to be 10−9 times that of daylight, which is an intermediate value considering that bright 
moonlight intensity is about 3×10−6 that of sunlight (Denton 1990), while during an overcast 
night light levels may be further reduced to 10−11 that of daylight (Kaartvedt et al. 2017; de 
Busserolles et al. 2017). 

Following Drange and Simonsen (1996), the beam component of the solar radiation !! is 
given by: 
 !! =    !! · 0.7!"# !"",!/ !"# !! !!"!!  (18)	  

where the extra-terrestrial radiation !! is calculated from the solar constant 1366.1 W m−2, the 
Earth eccentricity  !!, and the zenith angle !!: 
 !! =   1366.1 · !! · cos !!  (19)	  

The diffuse component of the solar radiation !! is given by: 
 !! =    !!−!! · 1− !!!! · 0.5   (20)	  
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where !!!!  accounts for the absorption by water vapour and ozone and the factor 0.5 
expresses that only half of the radiation is scattered towards the sea surface, while half the 
radiation is scattered back to space (Drange and Simonsen 1996).  

In this study, we are only interested in light at 486 nm, because this wavelength is presumably 
most relevant to the visual system of myctophids (Turner et al. 2009; De Busserolles et al. 
2015) and because light in the green-blue spectra penetrates deepest in ocean water. Norheim 
et al. (2016) have measured surface irradiance during a cruise across the Norwegian Sea at 
486 nm. Multiplying the modelled irradiance by a factor of 0.00205 resulted in the best fit 
with the field measurements by Norheim et al. (2016) and was consequently used consistently 
to derive irradiance in at 486 nm from full-spectra irradiance.  
 
Astronomical quantities     
Irradiance calculations are based on the sun’s position in the sky throughout the year. We 
calculate the declination angle of the sun !  [radians] and the eccentricity correction factor of 
the earth  !! [dimensionless] accounting for variation in the distance between the sun and earth 
over the course of the year as described by Spencer (1971) in e.g. Duffie and Beckman 1991 
or Vignola et al., 2012: 

 

! = 0.006918  
+  0.070257 sin ! − 0.399912 cos !   
+  0.000907 sin ! −   0.006758 cos 2!   
+  0.001480 sin 3! − 0 . 002697 sin 3!    

(21)	  

 
 !! =   1.00011+ 0.001280 sin ! + 0.034221 cos !   

+  0.000077 sin 2! + 0.000719 cos 2!  
(22)	  

where the day angle !, is derived for a given day 1 ≤ d ≤ 365: 
 

! =
2!(! − 1)

365  
(23)	  

The zenith angle !! (radians) for a given a latitude !  (radians) can then be calculate as 
follows because the declination angle  ! is known:  
 cos !! = sin ! sin ! + cos ! cos ! · cos !  (24)	  

where !  is  the  hour  angle  (radians): 
 

! = 2!
ℎ!"#
24  

(25)	  

For every ℎ!"# of the day the hour angle, i.e. the angular motion of the sun in the sky, 
changes by 15° or ≈ 0.263 radians because the earth completes a full revolution during a 24-
hour period.  

The elevation angle !! (degree), also used interchangeably with altitude angle, is the height of 
the sun above the horizon at a particular time of year: 
 !! = sin!! cos !!

360
2!  

(26)	  
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Light transmission and light at depth 
We calculated the ambient light  !!,! at depth ! and time  ! in dependence of the reflective loss 
!  at the water surface, and light attenuation  ! (m-1): 
 

!!,! =
!!,! · !! · e! !·!!"# , for  ! ≤ 100  !  
!!,! · !! · !! !""·!!"#  !   !!!"" ·!!"# , for  ! > 100  !

 
(27)	  

here, we assume different attenuation coefficients for the upper 100 m !!"# and all depth 
below 100 m !!"#. 

The reflective loss ! caused by reflection and refractionis calculated using Fresnel equations 
and Snell's law (Kirk 1994; Mobley 1994). Reflective loss only occurs when the sun is above 
the horizon, i.e. when the solar elevation angle α > 0.  
 

!! =   
1−

1
2
·
sin !! − !! !

sin !! + !! ! +
1
2
·
tan !! − !! !

tan !! + !! ! , for  ! > 0

1− 0 , for  ! ≤ 0
 (28)	  

 
where !! [radians] is the zenith angle, !! [radians] is the angle of the downwards transmitted 
beam in water, following if Snell’s law is written as: 
 

!!   = sin!!
!! · sin !!

!!
 

(29)	  

 
here, !! and !! are the reflective indices of water and air, respectively.  
 
Bioenergetics and gut evacuation 
 
Our bioenergetic calculations are in large parts based on the generalized bioenergetics model 
of fish growth by Hewett and Johnson (1992). 

The net energy balance !" [J] of an individual determines how much ‘surplus’ resources are 
available for allocation to somatic growth, including structures and stores, and reproduction. 
The net energy balance !" is determined by the rate at which energy is assimilated through 
digestion ! [J h−1] after subtracting the ‘running costs’ (!"! and !) and the ‘waste losses’ (! 
and !): 
 ∆!! = !! − !"!! + !! − !! + !!  	   (30)	  

where !"! [J h−1] is the routine metabolic rate, !! [J h−1] is the energy accounted for by 
specific dynamic action, and !! and !! denote egestion or faecal waste [J h−1] and excretion or 
nitrogenous waste [J h−1], respectively. We modelled egestion !! as a constant proportion !! 
of digested food  !!: 
 !! = !! · !! (31)	  

and excretion !!  and specific dynamic action !!  as constant proportions !!  and !!  of 
assimilation: 
 !! = !! · !! − !!  (32)	  

 !! = !! · !! − !!  (33)	  
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Digestion !!   is temperature-dependent. We adopted an exponential model for gastric 
evacuation rate [fraction of gut content h−1] from Hudson et al., 2014, based on an earlier 
study by Pakhomov et al., (1996): 
 !!",!,! =   0.0942 · ! !.!"!#·!!,!  (34)	  

where !!,! denotes ambient water temperatures (°C), for a given depth ! and time !. 
Digestion is then calculated as: 

 
The routine metabolic rate !"! [J h−1] of fish was defined as the standard metabolic rate 
!"# [J h−1] scaled by an activity constant  !  [dimensionless]: 
 !"!! = !"#! · ! (36)	  

where !"# is calculated following Killen et al., (2010, see Fig.1 therein, but for comparison 
see also Davison et al., 2013). Here we, however, scale !"# for a Q10 ≈ 2.5: 
 

!"# = 8.52 · 1010
!
1000

0.83

· !
!!

!· !"#.!"!!!,! ·
!

!
!·!"#.!"

!
!!

!·!"#.!"
 (37)	  

where W [g] is the body weight and ! (eV °K−1), !, !′  are constants.  
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Supplement 2 
 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY PARAMETER TABLE 
 

Table S1: Definitions, values, units and references of the terms used in the model. Abbreviations 
denote parameter values for Benthosema glaciale (Bg), piscivorous fish (Pf) and zooplankton (Zp), 
respectively. 

Term Definitions Value Unit Ref. 
A!"#$ Prey image area  m2  
C!"#$ Prey contrast Zp = 0.5, Bg = 0.5 Dimensionless  

C! Consumption rate  J h−1 1 

D! Digestion rate  J h−1 1 

F! Proportion of consumption lost to egestion 0.16 Constant 1 
F!,!,!,! Terminal fitness function  J  
F!,!,!,! Fitness function  J  

F! Egestion rate or faecal waste  J h−1 1 

G!",! Gastric evacuation rate  Fraction of gut content 
h−1 

2,3 

G!"# Absolut gut size 0.03 Fraction of body mass 
ind−1 

4–6 

I! Extra−terrestrial radiation  W m−2  

I! Ambient light at depth z  mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm  

K! Composite saturation parameter Bg = 1·10−8, Pf = 4·10−4 mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm  

K!"# Light attenuation coefficient, z>100m See Fig. 2C m−1 7 
K!"# Light attenuation coefficient, z≤100m  See Fig. 2C m−1 7 

M! Predation mortality rate  Ind. h−1  
N!"#$ Predator (piscivorous fish) density 5.0·10−6 Ind. m−3  
N!"#$ Prey density See Fig. S1 Ind. m−3  

R!"# Absolute reserve size 0.2 Fraction of body mass 
ind−1  

RMR! Routine metabolic rate  J h−1 8,9 

S! Proportion of assimilated energy lost to 
specific dynamic action 0.175 Constant 1 

S!"#$ Prey length−to−width ration  Zp = 0.2 , Bg = 0.2 Ratio  

SMR! Standard metabolic rate  J h−1  

S! 
Energy accounted for by specific dynamic 
action  J h−1 1 

U! Proportion of consumption lost to excretion 0.1 Constant 1 

U! Excretion rate or nitrogenous waste  J h−1 1 
W!"#$ Weight of the prey 1.08·10−3 g 10,11 

a!!! Water vapour and ozone absorption 
coefficient 0.09 Dimensionless  

c!"#$%& Cloud cover 0 Fraction  

i! Beam component of the solar radiation  W m−2  

i! Diffuse component of the solar radiation  W m−2  

i! Nocturnal light 1.5·10−6 mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm 12 
j!"#$ Energy density of the prey Zp = 3500, Bg = 5900 J g wet weight−1 13–16 

n! Reflective indices of air 1.0 Dimensionless 17 
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n! Reflective indices of sea water 1.33 Dimensionless 17 

r!"# Max. visual range Bg = 0.06, Pf = 1.5 m  

r!"# Non−visual detection threshold Bg = 3·10−3, Pf = 1·10−1 m  

z∆!"# Max. vertical migration distance per 
timestep 100 m   

α!""! Solar elevation angle at noon  Radians  
β!,! Clearance rate  m3 s−1 predator−1 18,19 

ε! Earth eccentricity  Dimensionless 20–22 

θ! Angle of the downwards transmitted beam  Radians  

θ! Solar zenith angle  Radians  
ι!,! Encounter rates  Ind. h−1 18,19 

τ! Ambient temperature See Fig. 2B °C 7 

∆E Net energy balance                            J 1 

h Handling time Bg = 2.0, Pf = 15.0 s ind−1  

hour Hour of the day  hour  

surplus Surplus energy  J  

t Current time step 1 ≤ t ≤ T = 8760 h of the year  

B Bolzmann constant 8.62·10−5 eV K−1  

E’ Visual capacity  Dimensionless  

G Gut fullness state variable 0 ≤ G ≤ G!"# J  

G′ New gut state  J  

I!,! Irradiance  mW m−2 nm−1 at 486  

L Body length Zp = 2.7·10−3, Bg = 0.06, Pf 
= 0.5 m 6,23 

R Internal reserve state variable 0 ≤ R ≤ R!"# J  

R′ New reserve state  J  

W Body weight for L = 0.06 2.45 g WW ind−1 23 

c Beam attenuation coefficient 0.3 m−1  

day Day of the year  day  

pc Prey capture success Bg = 0.7, Pf = 0.7 Probability  

r Visual range  m 18,19 

survival survival probability  Probability  

v Swimming velocity Bg = 0.06 , Pf = 0.25 m  

x Normalization constant −0.4568   eV 8 

x′ Normalization constant, modified to yield a 
Q!"   ≈ 2.5 −0.655 eV  

y Activity constant 1.25 Constant  

z Current depth  1 ≤ z ≤ 1000 m  

z’ New depth  m  

Γ Day angle  Radians  

Φ Latitude 63.77° ≤ Ф ≤ 68.8° Degrees  

α Solar elevation angle  Radians  

δ Declination angle  Radians 20–22 

ψ Reflective loss  Fraction 17,24 

ω Hour angle  Radians  
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Supplement 3 
 
 

SUPPLEMENTARY SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS 

 
Fig. S1: Sensitivity analysis of 31 environmental, ecological, and physiological parameters to ±20% 
of their default value. We compare modelled migration behaviour and depth (with red lines indicating 
a decrease and blue lines an increase) to predictions of a light comfort zone between 2.5 × 10−7 and 
1.6 × 10−5 mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm (Norheim et al. 2016). Except for a 20% decrease in the exponent 
of the allometric weight function (dotted red line) from 0.83 to 0.66 (see Eq. 37) the model 
predictions were little affected by 20% variation in default parameter values. 

 
Table S2: Extended sensitivity analysis of poorly-constrained variables. Note that lines may overlap.  

A   Metabolic cost (SMR × scaling constant) 

 
decrease (―): 0.75 | default (---): 1.25 | increase (―): 2.0 

 

 
When metabolic costs are doubled, mesopelagic fish 
may take higher risks and choose shallower 
distributions where encounters with prey are higher.  

The opposite is true for a reduction in metabolic costs. 
Daytime depth was not affected by variation in 
metabolic cost.  
 
 

B   Beam attenuation coefficient (m−1) 

 
decrease (―): 0.01 | default (---): 0.3 | increase (―): 1.00 

Varying the beam attenuation coefficient “c” between 
0.01 and 1.0 m−1 had little to no effect on the predicted 
migration depth.	  	  
This is because “c” operates along the path of sight 
(cr), i.e. between prey and predator, while the diffuse 
attenuation coefficient “K” operates all the way 
between the surface and the depth (Kz). Generally, for 
the relatively small zooplankton prey (here < 3 mm) 
and relatively large depths considered in our study, 
effects of variations in the beam attenuation coefficient 
is insignificant to variations in “K” (analysed in Aksnes 
& Giske 1993).  
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Table S2 continued 

C   Zooplankton body length (mm) 

 
decrease (―): 0.7 | default (---): 2.7 | increase (―): 7.00 

 

 
Varying the zooplankton body size by one order of 
magnitude between 0.7 and 7.0 mm had no effect on 
the predicted migration depth, indicating that 
mesopelagic fish in the model are not encounter 
limited. 

D   Eye sensitivity (Ke) mesopelagic fish (mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm) 

 
decrease (―): 10−9 | default (---): 10−8 | increase (―): 10−7 

 

 
Varying the eye sensitivity of mesopelagic fish by one 
order of magnitude around the default parametrisation 
had little effect on the predicted migration depth. 

E   Eye sensitivity (Ke) piscivorous fish (mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm) 

 
decrease (―): 4×10−5 | default (---): 4×10−4 | increase (―): 4×10−3 

 

 
Varying the lower light sensitivity threshold of 
piscivorous fish by one order of magnitude around the 
default parametrisation had a large effect on the 
predicted migration depth.  

Increasing the light level required for predators to hunt 
efficiently allowed mesopelagic fish to distribute 
shallower because of lower predation risk.  

When predators can hunt efficiently at lower light 
levels mesopelagic fish are forced to greater depth.  
 

F   Predator density (Ind. m−3) 

 
decrease (―): 5×10−7 | default (---): 5×10−6 | increase (―): 5×10−5 

 

 
Varying the predator density by one order of magnitude 
around the default parametrisation had little effect on 
the predicted migration depth, although at lower 
predator density and hence lower predation risk, 
mesopelagic fish distributed slightly shallower. 
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Table S2 continued 

G   Nocturnal light - (mW m−2 nm−1 at 486 nm) 

 
decrease (―): 1.5×10−8 | default (---): 1.5×10−6 | increase (―): 4.5×10−3 

 

 
Varying nocturnal light between values representative 
for overcast nights (where the surface light is about 
10−10 to 10−11 that of daylight) and moonlit nights 
(when light intensity is about 3×10−6 that of sunlight) 
had a large effect on the predicted migration depth at 
night, but no effect on daytime depth.  

Our model predicts mesopelagic fish to distribute 
shallower during overcast and deeper during moonlit 
nights.  
 
  

H   Maximum gut capacity (percent of body mass) 

 
decrease (―): 1% | default (---): 3% | increase (―): 10% 

 

 
Increasing the gut capacity from 3% of the fish body 
mass to 10% had little effect on the predicted migration 
behaviour.  

Reducing the gut capacity to 1% body mass forced 
mesopelagic fish to distribute shallower at night.  

I   Maximum reserve capacity (percent of body mass) 

 
decrease (―): 10% | default (---): 20% | increase (―): 40% 

 

 
Doubling or halving the maximum reserve capacity had 
little effect on the predicted migration behaviour.  

J   Temperature increase (°C) 

 
default (---): see Fig. 2B main text | increase (―): +2°C, +4°C, +6°C 

 

 
Increasing observed temperatures (see Fig. 2B) by 
+2°C, +4°C, +6°C had little effect ton the modelled 
migration behaviour.   

 


